
AGRIBUSINESS
CASE STUDY
45 Year Family Farming AgriBusiness Successfully
Transitions from its Grower Operation during the
COVID-19 Pandemic

THE COMPANY

THE CHALLENGE

As San Miguel Produce entered the last four months of an 18-month 
business transition away from being a grower of its own crops, the 
pandemic shut-down added additional challenges to an already 
challenging situation.

The situation was complex with many stakeholders and tremendous 
uncertainty. The Company decided to bring in an outside resource to 
help; however, it was even more complicated because of the 
shut-down.

Founded in 1976 by third-generation farmers, San Miguel Produce
markets, processes, and distributes Cut ‘N Clean Greens, a market
niche of dark leafy greens. Until June 30, 2020, it was also the
grower of most of its source crops. Beginning in late 2018, the
Company began a transition away from growing. It was a difficult
and complex decision but one necessitated by market changes.
When pandemic’s shelter in place hit in March of 2020, it added
tremendous additional pressure to an already complex business
transition.

Its transition now successfully completed, this family business 
continues to live, work, and breathe greens exclusively,
offering the most varieties of organic and conventional specialty 
and comfort greens year-round.

THE TESTIMONIAL

“ClearPath was referred to us by Lorri Koster, 
former CEO of Mann Packing. We needed 
some help navigating the final steps of our 
business transition after COVID-19 hit. 
ClearPath helped provide additional strategic 
financial leadership and demonstrated their 
sense of partnership and support during a 
very difficult time.”

Jan Berk, COO and Shareholder
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THE SOLUTION

THE RESULTS

The Company completed its transition from its historical growing 
operation on time. Effective July 1, 2020, San Miguel Produce is 100% 
focused on marketing, processing, and distributing its Cut ‘N Clean 
Greens, a market niche of dark leafy greens. As it entered its busy fall 
season, it is more focused, and the results have proven that the 
decision they made was the right one for them. ClearPath’s assistance 
at the latter stages provided extra and much needed clarity. Now, as 
they move into the next stage of growth for San Miguel Produce, 
ClearPath remains a strategic financial partner.

ABOUT US

At ClearPath, we believe that business owners should build a healthy, 
sellable business whether they plan to sell or not. Everything that 
builds a sellable business, creates a stronger business and a more 
balanced life for its leaders and teams. Stronger businesses with 
balanced leaders are better able to survive the tough times and thrive 
in the good times. ClearPath leads with its core values of Integration, 
Convergence, Service, and Every|One. And we donate 25% of our M&A 
transaction success fees to charity.

THE TESTIMONIAL

“As we continue to expand our product and 
service model offerings and industry reach in
the US, we greatly value the breadth of 
strategic business experience Mark brings to 
our leadership team as we tackle these 
challenges and opportunities head-on.”

Mark Sambrailo, CEO Sambrailo Packaging

Contact Info:
6701 Koll Center Parkway, Suite 410, 94566

info@clearpathba.com

www.clearpathba.com || 925-484-2486

Jan Berk, COO of San Miguel Produce had known Lorri Koster, former CEO of Mann 
Packing, for many years. Lorri recommended ClearPath as a resource that might be able 
to help add additional strategic financial perspective. Despite the limitations of COVID 
19, ClearPath was able to engage with the principals of San Miguel Produce on a remote 
basis and help develop a series of strategic financial scenario planning models to 
anticipate a variety of possible futures. ClearPath engaged immediately after the shut 
down when no one knew what was about to happen. T

he complexities of San Miguel Produces business, and of its transition from being a 
grower during that time, put tremendous pressure on all its resources. ClearPath had to 
learn fast because everything was moving fast. The forecasting tools ClearPath 
developed with San Miguel Produce in April proved to be valid to this day. As the 
pandemic progressed, Jan and her team were able to move more clearly down whichever 
path presented itself, making quick decisions in a complex environment. The principals of 
San Miguel Produce and ClearPath worked exclusively remotely, via Zoom, email, phone, 
and texts.


